The Regulatory Change Management Data Feed, “RCM Data Feed,” can be used either within Wolters Kluwer software or within your third-party system.

The RCM Data Feed contains a comprehensive Library of laws, rules, regulations and guidance for over 700 regulatory bodies and agencies globally, paired with enriched, timely, and structured regulatory updates which are then dynamically linked to the relevant areas in the Library to help expedite your review and quickly assess its impact.

The need to manage the volume and complexity of regulatory changes, to understand the impact of those changes on your financial institution and to adapt compliance and business processes accordingly is enormously challenging. The RCM Data Feed will help you address all these challenges.

The RCM Data Feed’s centralized approach drives greater control, efficiency and certainty.

- Consistent, actionable content
- Quickly analyze business impact
- Easy & accurate reporting
- Inefficient, manual processing needed
- High risk of missing key regulatory change
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The Wolters Kluwer RCM Data Feed offers an efficient, effective and comprehensive solution to jumpstart your regulatory change management program through the following innovative features:

- Automates the monitoring of regulatory developments relevant to your financial institution’s products, services and business model.
- Reduces unwanted volume by providing the ability to suppress regulatory document types (e.g., speeches or enforcement actions) that may not apply to your financial institution.
- Structures content with common data fields across all regulators to promote understanding and provide consistent reporting capabilities.
- Visibly links every regulatory update to the laws, rules, regulations or guidance in the Library that it amends, references, repeals or mentions creating an instant view of its potential risk to your financial institution.
- Provides a consistent means to document required actions by the new or changed regulatory update and is delivered every business day in a universally accepted XML format.

Contact us today to learn how our solutions can be tailored to your specific situation. Please visit WoltersKluwer.com/RCMDataFeed or call 1-800-261-3111.
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